Migratory behaviors of alveolar macrophages during the alveolar clearance of light to heavy burdens of particles.
We investigated the unstimulated and stimulated migratory activities of lavaged alveolar macrophages (AMs) in vitro over the course of alveolar clearance of three different mass lung burdens of microspheres. Our intent was to uncover potentially important relationships between the migratory behaviors of the AM and the retention kinetics of particles. Groups of adult, male Fischer-344 rats were intratracheally instilled with approximately 86 micrograms (low burden, LB), approximately 1 mg (medium burden, MB), or approximately 3.7 mg (high burden, HB) of polystyrene microspheres (2.13 microns diameter), or with carrier vehicle (phosphate buffered saline, PBS) alone. The lung retention kinetics of the particles were determined over an approximately 170 day period. On days 14, approximately 57, and approximately 85, lavaged AMs were assessed for their abilities to migrate through 5-microns pore membranes in response to inactivated rat serum (unstimulated condition) and yeast-activated rat serum (stimulated condition). The retention characteristics of the three burdens could be satisfactorily described by two-component, negative exponential equations. The kinetics of retention of the LB and MB were similar, although some evidence indicated the MB slightly retarded the lung clearance process. Deposition of the HB resulted in more marked prolongations of both the early, more rapid, and the slower, longer term components of alveolar clearance. The unstimulated migration indices of AMs from the particle-instilled lungs were generally not significantly different from those of AMs from PBS-instilled lungs except for a significant increase in the migration indices of LB AMs at the last assay time. The stimulated migration indices of MB and HB AMs were significantly decreased on assay days 14 and approximately 57. On day approximately 85, however, the migration indices of LB, MB, and HB AMs were all increased above the PBS AMs. Comparisons of the frequency distributions of particles in the unstimulated and stimulated AM that migrated to those in corresponding parent AM populations consistently indicated a preferential migration of particle-free AMs and of AMs with lesser loads of microspheres. The overall results of this study suggest that the unstimulated and stimulated migratory activities of particle-laden AMs are depressed in vitro. Our results also suggest that the migratory activities of generally particle-free AMs may be enhanced over a prolonged period of time following the deposition of particles in the lung.